Benefits of Cycling
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A Canterbury University study found installing
painted cycle lanes reduced cycle crash rates by what
percentage?
3. A Danish study found that children who bike or walk to
school have greater what, than those who are driven?
4. Cycling 32km per week reduces your risk of what, to less
than half?
Created with TheTeachersCorner.net Crossword Maker
6. What percentage of Copenhagen bike riders surveyed
say that cycling is the fastest mode of transport, for their
ACROSS
purposes?
1. After building a new cycling network in New Plymouth,
8. Cycling is a great option especially when public transport
what percentage increase was seen in the number of
is limited, car parking is scarce of your personal budget is
people cycling?
what?
2. Between 2006–13, by what percentage did the number
11. If a person started cycling a 2.2km trip instead of driving,
of people cycling to work on census day, increase by?
3-4 times a week, how many dollars would they save
5. How much less impact do bikes have on traffic flow,
every year? (Round down to the nearest hundred)
compared to cars, as a percentage?
12. What percentage of Aucklanders said they would cycle
7. Shifting five percent of car trips to bike trips could
more, if safer separated cycling infrastructure was
reduce emission impacts by up to what percentage?
installed?
9. Cycling reduces travel time and makes journeys more
what?
For your chance to
10. What percentage of merchants in San Francisco
win
a $100 Visa Prezzy
believed bike lanes had had a positive impact on their
Card,
send
your completed
businesses?
entry to cyclelife@nzta.govt.nz
13. Cities that are bike friendly, consistently rank at the
or Cyclelife, 50 Victoria Street,
top for what rankings?
Wellington 6011.
14. When Hastings installed new cycling infrastructure,
All entries must be received
cycle crash rates reduced by roughly how much?
by 5pm Wednesday
16 March 2016.
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